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About This Game

Air Combat Arena is an arcade-style flight combat game. In the game you can pilot various planes play against other players on
various maps.

Support singleplayer (Quick Play) & multiplayer

Free for all & Teamed battle modes

NO auto-aim, NO auto-shoot

High resolution static 3D vehicle models (display only)

Cartoon style graphics very suitable for family play

Tips:
1. Missiles can be obtained by picking up airdrops.

2. Airship can be destroyed.
3. You can launch a missile immediately after approximately aimed at a target.

4. WSAD control scheme is also supported (O: Gun, P: Missile).
5. F12 can be used to toggle invert vertical control in game.
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Note: the high-res 3D models in hangar is for display only and can not be played in game.
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Title: Air Combat Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sky Coder
Publisher:
Sky Coder
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2G Hz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 512 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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its very bad because my plane its pink why ???? :((((((
please answer
. very good, nice graphics. AMAZING GAME, AMAZING GRAPHICS, AMAZING MECHANICS, CAN'T BELIEVE I
SPENDED 100+ HRS ON THIS WITH ME AND MY FRIENDS RECOMEND IT TO EVERYONE LOOKING FOR A
GREAT GAME TO PLAY WITH A BAD PC AT A LOW PRICE :)

10\/10 EXPERIENCE. Solid Game. Nice way to kill time or let off steam when you're stressed.. Pretty fun game, it's worth the
70cent I paid.
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So simple, but so interesting !. Edit: Boss Sauce! You guys added joystick\/mouse control! Now just add some scaled down
playable aircraft from the hanger and you're perfect by me. But now, this game is 1000% more playable. Sweet.

Not bad. Kind of iffy controls but once you get used to them it's fun. Kind of wish it was mouse controlled, that would make
this game 1000x better. Edit: I mean aiming\/shooting with mouse by the way. Change speed control to W\/S. Improve roll
control. Also, maybe make simplified versions of the aircraft in the hanger? That would be epic.. Get rid of that damn inverted
control b\/s. Let up be up and down be down. Totally lost interest after just a few mins because of this. At least give us the
option to change the controls in settings. Feel like I just threw a dollar in the trash....

REVISED: Within just an hour the devs for this game instructed me how to adjust the controls!! GREAT SUPPORT!! Fun
game and a buck WELL SPENT! Awesome support and thank you!!. The mini game is better than the main game. couldn't get
it installed. Lame lame lame. No joystick support in a flying game. Wow, just wow. Refund, thx. Really really simple but
functional. Needs people to join the server to be any kind of fun, sadly, there aren't any. Might be worth keeping on hand in
case it (ever) becomes popular enough, then a bit of server play could be quite fun.

Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #4
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2_T7DCfUygU
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